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The Music - Teclas de mi piano
In October 2021, just four months after she won the Pulitzer Prize for Music, 
Tania León was to remember a distant afternoon when her grandfather bought 
her an upright piano. It was the late 1940s and she was five years old, living 
in Cayo Hueso, a working-class barrio in Havana, Cuba, just a kilometer or so 
south of the Gulf of Mexico, and directly to the west of Havana’s Chinatown. “I 
was in a multi-racial neighborhood. Everybody was poor, and my family had 
three different races. My Chinese-Cuban grandfather bought me a piano. Nowa-
days, I say, ‘Was he crazy to buy a real piano for a child at five?’” And yet, her 
grandfather wasn’t the first family member to provide León with a tool for music 
making. As she writes in her program notes for Tumbao (the second track on this 
CD): “The piano was the first instrument I touched as a baby – Grandma gave 
me a toy piano before I was one year old, and I began my music studies at four.” 
 Her home was filled with people whose lives were infused with music, 
where memories circled backwards and forwards, all at once materializing not 
just innumerable, resonant pasts, but also auguring a network of futures that 
were only, at that time, pre-echoes of the musical life she would build outside of 
Cuba. The piano was “a member of the family…a companion,” a witness to com-
ings and goings, a catalyst for intergenerational encounters, stories, hopes, and 
listenings. “You know something? My grandmother told anecdotes of when I was 
four, listening to the radio. Every time that there was something that I wouldn’t 
recognize I would just stare at the radio trying to figure out what it was.” And 
those early listenings began to wend their way from her ears and into her fingers: 
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the same place. I went and found him in a room with four dancers. And that’s the 
beginning of the Dance Theatre of Harlem.”
 With León’s composing and conducting taking center stage over the past 
four or so decades, it’s sometimes forgotten that she is a virtuoso pianist. In the 
early 1970s, during her first years as the Dance Theatre of Harlem’s founding 
Music Director, she was often featured as a piano soloist, and not only in her 
own compositions (Tones, her first piece for the company, is a piano concerto 
with chamber orchestra). She also was soloist for Mitchell’s 1971 work Fête noire 
(which was set to Dmitri Shostakovich’s Piano Concerto No. 2 in F major) and 
William Dollar’s 1975 ballet Mendelssohn Concerto (set to Felix Mendelssohn’s 
Piano Concerto No.1 in G Minor). Even as recently as December 2014, Philip 
Glass recognized her pianistic talents, calling on her to perform two etudes as 
part of a 2.5-hour-long, multi-pianist concert of his complete piano etudes at the 
Brooklyn Academy of Music.
 Yet, her real virtuosity is to be found in a lifetime of using the piano to 
forge connections across such disparate, far-flung moments, and across such 
a broad range of people: choreographers, musicians, students, concert audi-
ences, local communities, family members. It’s the early 1960s, and the radio 
is on at her home. The piece is familiar, and León’s mother correctly identifies 
it as the Schumann piano concerto. On that upright piano her grandfather had 
bought for her over a decade prior, she had practiced the concerto so frequently 
and fervently (eventually winning a gold medal for her interpretation) that her 
mother had “memorized it.” “She would go to my recitals and I remember when 
I played the Schumann concerto with the orchestra of the Alfredo Peyrellade 
Conservatory in February 1961, there’s a picture of her in the audience. I was the 
first one to bring classical music into my home, and you had to see how much 
my mother enjoyed it.”  

“Every time I finished my studies, my grandmother would come and say,‘Why 
don’t you play ‘Besame Mucho?’” León recalls, referring to the classic bolero 
written in 1940 by Consuelo Velázquez, the pioneering Latin American woman 
composer who, as a prodigy, had studied in Mexico’s conservatory system a 
generation prior. León’s grandmother had great affection for the song. “It got to 
the point that my grandmother didn’t have to ask me anymore. I could play any-
thing I heard, and I would just do it.” 
 The piano became a kind of nodal point, a site of creativity and reflection 
and solace where the young León could go and work at linking and reimagining 
the people and the sounds all around her. “I remember the day that my grand-
mother told my teacher that I had played Ernesto Lecuona’s ‘Malagueña.’ And 
my teacher said, ‘She has never learned that piece.’ My grandmother was ada-
mant: ‘Tania, play the piece for your teacher.’ Can you imagine? So I played and 
then the teacher said, ‘That’s an arrangement of the Malagueña, she has never 
studied that piece, that’s an arrangement.’ So, in other words, I didn’t realize that 
I was doing all kinds of things with the materials that I heard.”
 When she moved to the United States in 1967, León’s piano remained 
behind in Cuba, but she carried with her this proclivity for taking sounds and 
doing all kinds of things with them. Perhaps the most consequential encounter 
of her first years in the U.S. has her sitting at a piano, extemporaneously weaving 
new sonic worlds. It was 1968, Martin Luther King had just been assassinated, 
and León was accompanying dance classes at the Harlem School of the Arts. “I 
was by myself in the studio, waiting between classes, enjoying the piano. I was 
improvising. I couldn’t speak English, and I was not going to leave that room. 
Arthur Mitchell passed by, and he heard me playing. And then about two hours 
after, he came back, and he approached me. And I told him, ‘I don’t speak 
English.’ But he didn’t care. He asked me for my phone number and then about 
two weeks later, somebody who spoke Spanish called and asked me to go to 



compositional language she has unfurled over six decades. Indeed, when León 
evokes the musical experiences of her youth, it’s often vis-à-vis what we might 
call a “corpaural” form of memory, with sounds and bodies bound inextricably 
together, a poetics of relation, “the diffracted synchronicity of peoples’ histories,”  
as the Martinican cultural theorist Édouard Glissant might describe it. For 
instance, instead of recalling simply hearing Cuban popular and traditional 
musics, or European classical music, when she was growing up in Havana, she 
animates her memories with interhuman encounters. A touchstone for her is 
Gabriel García Márquez’s 1967 novel One Hundred Years of Solitude. She’s fasci-
nated by “how he described the personas, the people around. That’s how I grew 
up. Many talk about García Márquez and magic realism, and I said, ‘well, that’s 
us, in those neighborhoods. It’s really magical realism.’”
 A signal example of her encounters with these “personas” can be found 
in her description of the comparsas, the Afro-Cuban neighborhood groups that 
parade during carnival, performing a kinetic, clave-based repertoire. “You know, 
I’d be playing the piano and someone would come and talk to my grandmother, 
and then my grandmother would leave and I’d continue playing the piano. And 
then the revelers—the comparsa—would come in [she vocalizes the comparsa’s 
drum rhythms] and I’d leave the piano and go down into the street and hear the 
comparsa and then come back to the piano. Hello? [She laughs, inimitably.]” So 
it’s not just encounters with musical elements, styles, and genres—of sounds 
wafting in through windows and doors and via radio waves and LPs and sheet 
music—but encounters with musical people that is at the foundation of León’s 
musical world. 
 With the exception of a few of the student works (which she acknowl-
edges were written with unbridled support from her teachers Alfredo Diez Nieto 
and Edmundo López), the pieces on this CD are all dedicated to one or more 
of the people of León’s life. This recording is not just a collection of sounds; 
it’s a record of encounters. For example, Homenatge—commissioned by 

Comparsa
The eleven pieces on this CD were composed across a span of almost fifty 
years, from student works (Rondó a la Criolla, Homenaje a Prokofiew, Preludes 1 
and 2) written in the mid-1960s when León was doing post-graduate work at the 
Amadeo Roldán Conservatory in the Havanan municipio of Marianao, to going…
gone, the brilliant reworking of Sondheim she crafted in 2012, just a year before 
she was to celebrate her seventieth birthday. Given the sheer temporal expanse 
of this CD, it’s tempting to construct some kind of throughline that might connect 
such disparate, decades-flung compositions, some sinewy ligature that could 
show that all of these pieces are of a piece. 
 One of the default readings of León’s music is that it’s a hybrid, a sonic 
analogue to her mixed-race background. For example, when the Pulitzer orga-
nization announced the prize for her orchestral work Stride in summer 2021, 
they referred to it as “a musical journey full of surprise, with powerful brass 
and rhythmic motifs that incorporate Black music traditions from the U.S. 
and the Caribbean into a Western orchestral fabric.” Or when Newsday critic 
Peter Goodman wrote the following in a review of a June 1988 performance of 
Momentum (track three on the present disc): “It’s a brief, dense synthesis of 
American, Latin and international styles….[T]he work combines what sounds 
like serial tone rows with touches of Latin dance rhythms, stride piano and blues 
in a thick, moody jumble. It’s quick, intense and highly personal.” Even León’s 
own scores leave clues that suggest the layering of wide-ranging traditions, with 
markings such as “Habanera melancholic” at measure 40 of Homanatje (track 1) 
and “Danzón espressivo” at measure 12 of going…gone (track 10). 
 There’s no disputing that León’s music is elemental, drawing on and con-
necting a range of discrete sonic histories and worlds. Yet, purely musicological 
(one could say, “mixological”) attempts to describe her language—whether 
speaking of incorporation, synthesis, layering, fusion, hybridity, or créolité—
somehow seem insufficient for tracing the lineaments of the daring and complex 



making impressions, adding more life to life. “Music is a ritual,” she told me. “In 
any form, you can codify it and put it in any drawer that you want to, but you 
need to understand what happens when we all gather to listen to music together. 
It doesn’t matter if it’s a symphony or a gospel choir. It’s the same thing. It’s a 
form of sonic communication between people. So that’s how I see it.”

Three Úrsulas
It was at the LaGuardia Airport baggage claim, with its inexorable circularity, that 
León saw Úrsula Hilaria Celia de la Caridad Cruz Alfonso—better known to the 
world as Celia Cruz—for the final time. “We had coincidentally ended up on the 
same plane from Miami, and after we arrived we were at the baggage claim wait-
ing for our suitcases. We were talking, we were talking about Tito, Tito Puente, 
and we were thinking about doing something, the three of us. ‘Oh we should 
do a concert.’ I didn’t know that was going to be my last conversation with her, 
because soon after, she died.”
 Cruz passed away in July 2003. One of the indelible voices of the second 
half of the twentieth century, she was born in Havana in 1925 and, by the late 
1940s (just around the time León’s grandfather had bought her that auspicious 
upright), Cruz was studying at Havana’s National Conservatory of Music and 
making her first recordings and radio broadcasts (which León fondly remembers 
hearing as a child). In 2001, at the age of 75, Cruz released one of her biggest 
hits, “La Negra Tiene Tumbao.” 
 Dedicated to Cruz (and with a poignant “Com salsa” as its opening expres-
sion marking), León’s 2005 composition Tumbao (track 2) was commissioned 
and premiered by the pianist Elena Riu. As León puts it, “tumbao is the way that 
we walk and sway.” It’s a person’s idiosyncratic groove as they move through 
space, their cadence, their swing, their stride. “You know, everybody has a 
tumbao.” León cites Cruz’s video to “La Negra Tiene Tumbao” as an inspira-
tion for her piece, but is quick to say that it’s not meant to directly evoke Cruz. 

the Foundation for Iberian Music—is inscribed “for Adam Kent in homage to 
Montsalvatge,” naming Kent (who gave the piece’s premiere performance at 
Carnegie Hall in 2011, and of whom León says “he has played a lot of my music, 
he grasps it, and he understands it so well that I never have to tell him what to 
do”), but also Xavier Montsalvatge, the Catalan composer whose work was intro-
duced to León by her niece, the contralto Yordanka León, who has performed 
Montsalvatge’s Cinco canciones negras (1945), a set of five songs that includes 
the gem “Cuba dentro de un Piano” (Cuba inside of a Piano; what more fitting 
title to invoke here?). Or Momentum (track 3), which was written in 1984 for the 
Venezuelan pianist Yolanda Liepa and dedicated to the composer Joan Tower, 
who, León says, is “like a sister to me. I have grown under her mentorship as a 
composer. She’s given so many good points and advice, and I’ve written three 
pieces for the Da Capo Chamber Players, which Joan founded. At one time, 
there were a lot of parties at her house, which always ended up with everyone 
dancing because she spent her childhood in Latin America. So she speaks 
Spanish too, and we have that in common. I love Joan.” 
 And then there’s one of León’s bona fide masterpieces, Rituál (track 5), 
which was premiered at Carnegie Hall in spring 1987 by William Koehler. The 
score is dedicated to Arthur Mitchell and Karel Shook, co-founders of the Dance 
Theatre of Harlem. The deep connection León feels to both Mitchell and Shook is 
palpable: “Arthur believed in me. He’s the one who said ‘compose,’ who said, ‘you 
can conduct.’ For him, I could do anything. And then of course, Karel Shook, he 
taught me so much about ballet, about dance and movement. They were opening 
me up to something that I never knew.” As León told another one of her friends 
(and mine), the late critic and scholar K. Robert Schwarz, Rituál is “about the fire in 
the spirit of people who encourage other people, because they see something that 
the person doesn’t see herself. It’s the fire that initiates something.”
 If León’s story about the comparsas teaches us anything, it’s that music, for 
her, is fundamentally about encounters between people, comings and goings, 



Danzón” (which activate the circular logics of African-diasporic polyrhythm). 
Each mother’s day, a return, a recurrence, a cycle, another promise of spring, 
and of life. Yet, time does pass. The stubborn ostinato that starts at around 6:14 
resounds until the end of the piece (and is already prefigured by a related ges-
ture at around 12 seconds in, and by other moments throughout). As she says 
about another piece on this CD (the “crooked waltz” Homenaje a Prokofiew), 
the rhythms of Mística are askew, bent, warped, and anytime that time seems 
circuitous, our aural swigs of eternity are met with metric fractures, abrupt re-tem-
poralizations, what León’s program notes for the piece call “sustained motions 
of rhythmic and harmonic cycles through cascades of successive pitches and 
sudden changes of tempos” and “juxtapositions, abrupt changes of mood, 
speed, character and sudden ostinatos” that “interweave the recurrence of the 
fast moving gestures.” Mística plays with time, and in more ways than one. Even 
if the stubborn ostinato gets the last word, the piece’s seven passages marked 
“senza misura” (without measure, out of time) scatter persistence and dissipate 
memory.

Six Keys (or, going…gone)
“You know, my piano doesn’t exist anymore,” León told me when we spoke in 
October 2021. “One day I got this message from Havana that my piano was con-
sumed by termites and it collapsed and they had to get rid of it. Let me tell you 
something: I cried like somebody very significant in my life had died. Then, my 
nephew went to the person who actually dismembered the piano and he sent 
me six keys. I have these six keys downstairs.”
 García Márquez’s One Hundred Years of Solitude has its share of termites. 
With their “continuous rumble,” they leave veins on the house beams, they 
undermine the kitchen counters, they chew the bookshelves, they disrupt the 
reproductive geometries of circular time, revealing that time’s perceived circu-
larity is actually a destructive vortex. Yet, the termites’ devastation is often met 

“Does your Tumbao have Cruz’s walk in it?,” I ask. “Is it her tumbao?” “No, no, 
no…the piece has the son clave, which is actually one of the claves that really 
informs almost all of the music of Cuba,” León says, calling attention to one of 
the defining rhythms of global modernity, the rhythm that linked two displaced 
Cubana-Neoyorquinas both back to their Havanan home and forward to their 
lives in exile, lives spent innovating and creating and modulating a vast range of 
musics. “And you can hear it,” León adds, calling attention to the son clave pat-
tern marked with accents throughout Tumbao, another inexorable circularity, but 
now, under the creative force of León’s compositional language, slightly askew, 
displaced, reimagined.
 In 2003, after a gap of almost four decades, León’s music was finally per-
formed in Cuba again. It was another Ursula—the pianist Ursula Oppens—who 
instigated the return. A long-time proponent of León’s music (I remember, vividly, 
viscerally, her December 1988 premiere performance of León’s Kabiosile for 
Piano and Orchestra at Carnegie Hall), Oppens was planning to give a recital in 
Havana. As León recounts: “Ursula called and said, ‘I’m going to Cuba, and I 
would like to play something of yours. I’ll be giving my recital on Mother’s Day.’ I 
said, ‘Oh my god, I’ll write you a piece.’” And so, León composed Mística (track 
7). “I wanted to send a secret to my mother. I called her and said, ‘Mima, there’s 
a pianist who’s going to play my music and you have to be at that recital.’ When 
Ursula finished playing the piece, she stood up and, in front of everybody said, 
‘Is León’s mother here?’ My mother rose and Ursula said, ‘Well, you know this 
piece is for you; it’s your mother’s day present.’ So that’s Mística.” [León laughs 
inimitably, again.]
 A final Úrsula. Toward the end of her life, Úrsula Iguarán, the centenar-
ian matriarch of the Buendía family in One Hundred Years of Solitude, speaks 
these fateful words: “Time was not passing…it was turning in a circle.” In many 
senses, Mística itself turns in a circle. León’s program notes call attention to its 
“cycles” and “recurrences,” its “ostinatos” and its “fragments of a Guajira/Son/



composer, immersing herself in the sonic worlds of Bartók, Janáček, Prokofiev, 
and Stravinsky. But there were others. In her program notes to Tumbao, she 
writes: “My early influences were Bach and Cervantes.” And it is Bach who 
inspires the final piece on this CD: Variación, a 2003 work dedicated to pianist 
Gilbert Kalish and premiered by Anna Yow Briscoe in 2006. Variación takes 
as its source material Bach’s Goldberg Variations, with León treating the main 
theme with the same temporal tactic of reversal that Sondheim uses in Merrily. 
As León explains: “At the beginning, I retrograde the opening a little bit and then 
again, a little, at the end. And then it’s my interpretation of the entire piece, it’s 
my own way of looking at it.” As with Sondheim’s spectral presence in going…
gone, Bach appears as gossamer, as a sostenuto-pedal-produced harmonic, as 
a lontano chorale, a filament that is woven into the vanishing point of all possible 
pasts, and all possible futures, and all possible presents. Again, from Tumbao’s 
program notes: “I draw my inspiration from my ancestors and all of those I have 
been able to learn about or learn from in all walks of life.” This is León’s tumbao, 
her idiosyncratic way of moving through and re-composing the world: always in 
a form of relation with others, including those of us lucky enough to listen to this 
marvelous CD.

— Jason Stanyek, Associate Professor of Ethnomusicology;  
Tutorial Fellow, St. John’s College, University of Oxford

with stiff resistance by characters such as Úrsula Iguarán who, in a “fever of 
restoration,” and against all odds, strive to keep “memories alive.” And if only six 
keys remain, encompassing a major fourth from F to Bb from the piano León’s 
grandfather had purchased for her in the late 1940s, they still persist, displaced, 
severed from the whole, but nevertheless nearby, at hand, and redolent. 
 The last two pieces on this CD hold some clues, perhaps, for how to locate 
the pulsing life of León’s music, its resilience, its maintenance of throughlines 
and connections and roots, and its vast creativity. Track 10 is going…gone, 
León’s adaptation of Stephen Sondheim’s song “Good Thing Going” from his 
1981 musical Merrily We Roll Along. Written in 2012 for pianist Anthony de Mare’s 
commissioning and concert project “Liaisons: Re-Imagining Sondheim from the 
Piano,” going…gone indexes León’s longstanding love for American musical the-
ater, a return, of sorts, to her early days in the U.S. when she discovered musi-
cals such as Hello, Dolly! and Oklahoma (among many others): “Anytime I actu-
ally got some resources I would go to Broadway and sit in the cheapest seat.” 
As members of the Academy of Arts and Letters, León and Sondheim became 
friends, and going…gone resonates with affinities. “I took some of Sondheim’s 
harmonies and transfigured the whole song. It opens like a jazz improvisation 
and it closes the same way. This is an American sound for me. But in the middle 
there is a lot of me going everywhere. It’s me taking a tour over here, going over 
there. That’s why I call it “going…gone.” But it was the lyrics that drew her to 
“Good Thing Going”: “I love the text. It has such a void. I don’t know, it has a 
little bit of anguish in it.” Lines such as “love will wear away,” and the song’s final 
flourish “We had a good thing going, going…gone,” give a good indication of 
the mournfulness that León cites. 
 The plot of Sondheim’s Merrily We Roll Along actually rolls along in reverse 
across various “transitions,” moving backwards in time from 1976-1957, with 
“Good Thing Going” taking place in 1962, right at that moment when a young 
León, already an award-winning concert pianist, was slowly transitioning into a 
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 The music of Spain and Latin-America has long been a specialty of Dr. 
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er and conductor Salvador Brotons, and The Foundation for Iberian Music at the 
CUNY Graduate Center and the King Juan Carlos I of Spain Center at NYU have 


